Ohio VOAD Marion and Putnam Counties
Disasters
Teleconference May 16, 2014 3:00 p.m.
1-800-320-4330 Pin 271187#

Present
Mike Fogle, Lawrence Matthews, Mary Mills, Susan Knippen, Debb Berry, Ray Kramer, Keith
Parrill, Bill Sutherin.
Lawrence Matthews reviewed the work in La Rue MDS is doing.
MDS has spent 10 days working in Le Rue on two houses. The group will go beck Monday May 30, 2014.
Traci house is about complete with small items to complete. The house of Terry and Jeff floor joist were
rotten and needed to be rebuilt. Dry wall needs to be finished as well. The severe floor damage has
stayed within the $1,000 limit with the exception of $136.00. Good Work. Davis and Howe materials to
be delivered. Medley has materials, other home no reply
Larry Stoner coming to Le Rue and help review the Howell and Davis material needs. Howe materials
outside materials needed Materials for interior is the question. Mold is the question. Dehumifiers seem
to have helped with drying out the homes. Tim Nogle a professional mold removal informed the group
that after the moisture has been removed, a chemical spray and primer help eliminate the mold in the
future.
Mary Mills and Deb to finish information for CAN. One family need furniture and will be completed
shortly.
Susan Knippen shared progress in Cloverdale, Putnam County, saying, she met with the Mayor on the
problem of a tear down.
The health department needs to inspect the septic system. If the system is in good condition the
expense for building might come from a local fund. The local fund has limits of 85% and 15% for each
home owner. . Task force has about $30,000 in their account with $5, 00 -$10, 00 to be given to
individuals for repair. More money might be given to this family.
A variance may be needed from the Heath Commission. Floor plans will be needed as well. Dumpsters
are in town for debris. Another home is a possible tear down, but needs to be looked at as a possible
fix up. One house trailer needs professional services to place on pillars. Task force has about $30,000
in their account with $5, 00 -$10, 00 to be given to individuals for repair. More money might be given to
this family.
In Cedarville, the Methodist assessed five homes for repair and these homes are tarped.
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